Submicron hollow spot generation by solid immersion lens and structured illumination
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Abstract. We report on the experimental and numerical demonstration of immersed submicron-size hollow focused spots, generated by structuring the polarization state of an incident light beam impinging on a micro-size solid immersion lens (µ-SIL) made of SiO₂. Such structured focal spots are characterized by a doughnut-shaped intensity distribution, whose central dark region is of great interest for optical trapping of nano-size particles, super-resolution microscopy and lithography. In this work, we have used a high-resolution interference microscopy technique to measure the structured immersed focal spots, whose dimensions were found to be significantly reduced due to the immersion effect of the µ-SIL. In particular, a reduction of 37% of the dark central region was verified. The measurements were compared with a rigorous finite element method model for the µ-SIL, revealing excellent agreement between them.
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1. Introduction

By manipulating the state of polarization of a laser beam, structured focal spots can be generated in the focal plane of an optical system. In particular, when a cylindrical vector beam is incident on a focusing lens of relatively low numerical aperture (NA), a doughnut-shape focused spot is generated. Typically, a radially or azimuthally polarized light leads to such doughnut-shape hollow spots [1, 2]. The former type of cylindrical polarization, namely radial polarization, has attracted much attention of researchers owing to the presence of a strong longitudinal component for high-NA focusing lenses. This strong longitudinal field component fills up the central dark zone of the doughnut beam and finally generates a sharper focus compared with that of a linear polarization with the same NA lens in theory [3, 4]. A reduced bright focal spot finds its application in many research areas ([5, 6] and references therein): not only in fundamental subjects such as microscopy, lithography and optical data storage systems, but also in advanced research, for instance, Raman spectroscopy, particle acceleration, fluorescent imaging and second- or third-harmonic generation. The latter case, the pure hollow spot created by focusing an incident azimuthally polarized light, is equally advantageous for many other super-resolution optical systems, such as stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy [7] and subdiffraction lithography [8, 9]. Another fascinating application is optical trapping, where the central dark zone of the doughnut spot is essential to trap and manipulate tiny objects that might be repelled and pushed away from the regions of maximum intensity [10]. Low-refractive-index particles, such as air bubbles in liquids and metallic particles at certain frequencies, are typically repelled by a bright spot [11, 12]. Absorbing (i.e. non-transparent) particles in liquids and a gaseous medium are also repelled and pushed away from intensity maxima [13–15]. In particular, a dark trap is more beneficial for some applications than a bright trap for a simple reason: the light may not interact with the trapped object. This is of great advantage while trapping photosensitive materials, e.g. biological cells, and for trapping neutral atoms [16–18].
Although optical trapping has been demonstrated using radial polarized beams, the strong longitudinal field component creates major difficulties when the aforementioned particles are considered. In contrast, when focusing an azimuthally polarized light, a dark central zone is always achieved due to non-existence of a longitudinal field, regardless of the NA of the focusing lenses employed [1, 2, 19]. Such remarkable characteristics, i.e. a doughnut focused spot with a well-defined dark zone, is by itself a major improvement on dark optical trapping techniques. A further improvement step can be achieved by diminishing the overall size of the dark region, which would immediately allow for trapping even smaller samples. Such an attempt at nano-particle dark trapping has recently been reported using plasmonic nano-antennas [20].

Since most optical systems are already operating at high NAs, diminishing the size of the dark region demands that the NA should be pushed beyond the unity limitation. In this work, a detailed study of the doughnut-shaped focal spot, generated with azimuthally polarized laser beams, is given for a high-performance optical system with an NA larger than unity. To achieve such a high NA, a micro-size solid immersion lens (µ-SIL) is placed in the focal plane of an NA = 0.9 focusing lens. The resulting structured immersion focal spot is then measured with a high-resolution interference microscope (HRIM), which allows measuring light fields with nanometer precision. The experimental data are compared with a rigorous three-dimensional (3D) computational model, based on the finite element method (FEM) that simulates the electric field distribution in the vicinity of a 2 µm diameter SIL. Comparisons between the experiments and simulations are made, revealing good overall agreement. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, methods for achieving NA larger than unity are briefly discussed. In section 3, the experimental arrangements for realizing the cylindrically symmetric polarization status, especially azimuthal polarization, are shown. Next, in section 4, the fabrication and geometry of the µ-SIL are described. Section 5 is dedicated to the experimental exploitation of the principal responses of the µ-SILs, namely spot-size reduction and peak intensity enhancement. In section 6, the rigorous 3D FEM simulation model for µ-SIL is presented. Finally, in section 7, the actual measurements of the structured focused spots generated by the µ-SIL, along with the simulation results, are shown. The conclusions are presented in section 8.

2. Immersion technique

When focusing light through a medium made exclusively of air, the maximum achievable NA is theoretically limited to unity. This limitation follows directly from the definition of NA, given by

\[ \text{NA} = n \sin \theta. \] (1)

Here, \( \theta \) is the angle that the marginal ray makes with the optical axis (half-angle of the focusing cone) and \( n \) is the refractive index of the medium through which the rays pass. Therefore, a straightforward solution to increase the NA is to switch the working space medium from air to a higher-refractive-index material. In other words, the utilization of an immersion technique can push the NA barrier above unity. Figure 1 illustrates the working principle of liquid and solid immersion schemes. When one simply inserts a high-refractive-index medium with a planar surface in an attempt to increase the NA by a factor of \( n \), refraction of light reduces the focusing angle \( \theta \) to \( \theta’ \), according to Snell’s law. This situation is depicted in figure 1(b). A quick analysis using equation (1) and Snell’s law leads to the conclusion that the NA is sustained as before.
**Figure 1.** Working principle of the liquid and SIL techniques. All figures depict a light ray being focused: (a) in air, (b) through a substrate with a planar interface, (c) throughout liquid immersion by oil and (d) onto a solid immersion with a hemispherical solid medium. The NA is the product of the refractive index \( n \) and the sine of the half-focusing angle \( \theta \), \( \text{NA} = n \sin \theta \).

This can be understood by noting that the tangential components of the wave vector are the same on both sides of the interface. Hence, the spatial frequencies are also the same. Moreover, the quality of the focus is actually degraded by spherical aberrations introduced by the substrate, due to multiple reflections and refraction of light at the substrate–air boundaries [21]. Thus, a single planar substrate is not always the best solution for the immersion technique. A more efficient immersion approach is achieved by filling the air gap between the planar substrate and the focusing lens with a material having the same refractive index as the substrate. In the history of optics, it was Hooke who first discussed such an immersion technique to improve the imaging performance in microscopy [22]. This homogeneous immersion concept was pushed forward by Abbe, who was able to construct the first oil-immersion lens when setting up the imaging theory of microscopy [23]. In a homogeneous immersion concept, oil serves as a perfect index matching medium for the coverglass plate, so that complete homogeneity is obtained, as shown in figure 1(c). Note that now there is no additional refraction on the planar interface of the substrate. As a consequence, the NA is increased by a factor equal to the refractive index \( n \) (see equation (1)), with the major benefit of avoiding all aberrations generated by the planar interface substrate.

In 1990, a new immersion technique was introduced by Mansfield and Kino [24]. Instead of filling the air gap with a liquid medium, an SIL is placed in the focal plane of the focusing objective, as illustrated in figure 1(d). Hence, when the light is focused on the center of the hemispherical solid lens, the light rays will always be normally incident with respect to the spherical interface. This avoids the additional refraction at the interface between air and the solid medium. Such a solid immersion technique also increases the effective NA by a factor of \( n \), in a similar way to liquid immersion. The main advantage of the SIL lies in the fact that no liquid is needed in this configuration and that more materials with a higher refractive index are available in a solid state. This broadens the range of immersion microscopy applications. For a long time, the fabrication of SILs was limited to macro-size, i.e. millimeter range dimensions, due to the lack of advanced fabrication technologies. The recent advance in micro- and nano-technology boosted the development of different types of SILs, for instance, diffractive SILs [25], \( \mu \)-SILs [26–28], nano-size SIL-like elements [29, 30] and subwavelength-size SILs [31]. These new types of \( \mu \)-SILs open an entirely new research field in which the optical characterization of the focused field generated by such SILs is a challenging task. This is one of our primary goals.
in this paper. We will study a micro-fabricated hemispherical SIL, having 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) diameter and a body filled with SiO\(_2\) \[28\]. In section 3, a short description of the high-resolution interference microscope is given, along with the experimental conditions for generating structured focused beams.

3. Experimental arrangement

3.1. Experimental setup

For measuring the immersion focused field generated by the \( \mu \)-SIL, an HRIM is employed. The HRIM technique has been proven to be a powerful tool for 3D optical characterizations of macro-, micro- and nano-optical elements \[32–34\] and to measure light field features with nanometer precision \[35\]. Even if the interferometric function is not essential in this study, the auxiliary functions facilitate to characterize such small SILs (diameter 2 \( \mu \text{m} \)) and to manipulate the polarization of the illumination for the beam shaping. In figure 2, a schematic diagram of the experimental setup is displayed. A single-mode polarized laser diode (CrystaLaser, 642 nm: DL640-050-3) is employed as a light source. The laser light is expanded and collimated by a spatial filtering technique, being redirected to the object arm of the microscope. Even though not used in the present study, the reference arm is also shown. For the complete descriptions of the HRIM experimental setup, see \[30–32\]. An objective lens of NA = 0.9 is used to focus the normally incident \( x \)-polarized plane wave. The objective is mounted on a precision piezo stage with a \( z \)-scan range of 500 \( \mu \text{m} \) and an \( x-y \) scan range of 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Mad City Labs). Whenever necessary, additional optical elements are introduced along the optical path in the reserved squares 1 and 2, as indicated in the figure. The \( \mu \)-SIL will be later positioned in the focal plane of the focusing objective, also on the piezo stage. As seen, the measurements are made in transmission.

3.2. Focused spots of structured illumination

In order to manipulate and structure the incoming collimated beam, additional optical components are introduced in the reserved squares 1 and 2, as indicated in figure 2. Usually, a radial/azimuthal polarization converter is introduced in square 1, whereas an annular aperture or an additional linear polarizer is placed in the position indicated by square 2. In theory, the polarization status of the cylindrical vector beams can be visualized by using the higher-order Poincaré sphere \[36, 37\]. The cylindrically symmetric polarization status is achievable by using computer-generated holograms, a spatial light modulator, subwavelength gratings, segmented half-wave plates (for a good review of different methods, see \[1\]). In our study, we employ a liquid-crystal polarization convertor \[38\] from ARCoptix. This manipulates the polarization of the incident collimated beam from linear to radial or azimuthal depending on the twisted nematic cell, which rotates the direction of the linear polarization by 90°. As discussed before, focusing such a beam of cylindrically symmetric polarization with a low-NA lens results in the desired doughnut-shaped, vector Laguerre–Gaussian \[1, 2\], focused spot. While the radial polarization ensures the doughnut beam only when a low-NA focusing lens is applied, the azimuthal polarization always generates the dark zone (i.e. null intensity) in the center of the focal spot, regardless of the NA of the focusing lens. Therefore, the latter polarization is preferred for advanced optical systems in which high-NA lenses are employed to generate the
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup of the HRIM. The $\mu$-SIL and the NA $= 0.9$ focusing lens are inserted on the same sample stage. In the object arm, a plane wave is normally incident onto the focusing lens. By scanning the $\mu$-SIL together with the focusing lens along the z-axis, 3D maps of the focused field are obtained. Additional optical elements are introduced in squares 1 and 2 to manipulate the wavefront and polarization state of the light.

hollow spots. Hence, throughout this work, this particular state of polarization shall be used. In figure 3, when immersion is not yet applied, the four different structured focal spots measured are shown. The spot shown in figure 3(a), measured in the focal plane of the NA $= 0.9$ lens, is obtained by focusing the incident azimuthally polarized beam without any other optical elements in square 2. Note that the desired doughnut shape, with a pronounced dark zone in its central region, is obtained under these experimental circumstances. If a linear polarizer with extinction axes in the transverse plane is now introduced in the position indicated by square 2, the doughnut beam is decomposed into a two-half-lobes spot, as shown in figures 3(b) and (c). When the linear polarizer is removed and an annular aperture, which blocks 70% of the entrance pupil of the focusing lens, is inserted in square 2 position, the amplitude distribution of the focused spot in the focal plane resembles the first-order Bessel function of the first kind, as shown in figure 3(d). This type of experimental beam is known as the Bessel–Gauss beam for both a scalar field [39] and a vector field [40, 41]. Our result in figure 3(d) fails in the case of a
Figure 3. Measured transverse intensity distributions of the structured non-immersed focal spots generated by the NA = 0.9 objective. The incoming plane wave is azimuthally polarized. (a) No additional optical elements are introduced. A typical doughnut-shaped spot is obtained. A linear polarizer is used to decompose the azimuthally polarized beam, resulting in the two-half-lobes spots with the extinction axis parallel to (b) the $x$-axis and (c) the $y$-axis, respectively. (d) The first-order Bessel–Gauss spot generated by introducing an annular aperture at the entrance pupil of the focusing lens. A dark central zone is also obtained for this case. The scale bar represents 1 $\mu$m. The intensities are all normalized.

vector field due to the high-NA focusing. Nevertheless, a tiny central dark zone is also observed in this type of focused spot at the cost of stronger side lobes.

At this point, experimental procedures for obtaining structured focused spots at high NA, characterized by the desired doughnut shape, are described. The next step is, therefore, to study the immersion properties of these particular spots under a $\mu$-SIL influence. Thus, in section 4, a brief discussion of the $\mu$-SIL geometry is presented, followed by an immersion study.

4. Geometry of the micro-size solid immersion lens

In this study, a chip containing many hemispherical $\mu$-SILs, having 2 $\mu$m diameter, is employed. The fabrication of such $\mu$-SILs is a result of several conventional micromachining processes combined, such as etching, deposition and polishing. The details of the fabrication processes are reported in [28]. In figure 4, the geometry of a single $\mu$-SIL is shown. The hemispherical SIL body, filled with silicon dioxide (SiO$_2$, $n = 1.5$), is held by a 200 nm thick silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$) membrane of 100 $\times$ 100 $\mu$m$^2$. The main SIL chip is formed in a 550 $\mu$m thick silicon (Si) substrate, which is back-side etched to release the spherical surface to the air. Note that side wall angle $\alpha$ of the Si substrate and the 100 $\mu$m width of the bottom opening lead to the back-side opening of approximately 1.65 mm. By simply applying geometrical optics, one can conclude that the size of the NA = 0.9 focused beam 550 $\mu$m above the focal plane will be larger than this opening itself, therefore limiting the NA of the focusing lens. In fact, the finite size of this back-side opening results in an effective NA of approximately 0.8. The $\mu$-SILs are designed in an array with various numbers, e.g. $3 \times 3$, $2 \times 2$ and $1 \times 6$, and a single SIL as well. Since the thin Si$_3$N$_4$ membrane is transparent for the visible spectrum, the $\mu$-SILs can still be seen from the bottom surface side and localized through the membrane. In this way,
optical characterizations are carried out through this membrane in the HRIM, as explained in figure 2.

5. Verification of the immersion effect

The expected property of the μ-SIL is, naturally, to reduce the focal spot size by a factor intrinsically related to the refractive index of the immersion medium. As a primary consequence, the resolution of the optical system in which the μ-SIL is employed would be increased. In this section, a preliminary experimental investigation of the spot-size reduction caused by the μ-SIL is carried out. For the moment, no additional optical components (polarization converters, annular aperture, etc) are used in the optical setup. Therefore, the incident illumination upon the objective lens is the collimated linearly polarized plane wave. Figure 5 shows the observed focal spots on the bottom of the SIL chip, where the Si₃N₄ membrane holds the μ-SILs (see figure 4).

The 3 × 3 circular features represent the bottom view of the 2 μmSILs. Initially, a reference spot is defined by focusing the light onto the Si₃N₄ membrane (out of the SIL), as shown in figure 5(a). This spot is referred to as a non-immersed spot. Next, the light is focused onto each of the μ-SILs at a time, as shown in figures 5(b)–(h). Visually, it is already possible to recognize the spot-size reduction and the intensity enhancement due to the expected immersion effect. Moreover, a rough inspection of the immersed spot size indicates that all lenses respond to the incident field in a similar way. This gives an indication of the uniformity and homogeneity of the fabricated μ-SILs.

Further quantitative analysis has been carried out on the measured data in order to confirm the aforementioned observations. For a statistical analysis, each spot has been measured five times at the same position. The results indicate that the transverse size of the non-immersed focused spot is 502 ± 10 nm along the x-axis and 504 ± 9 nm along the y-axis. In the longitudinal direction, i.e. along the z-axis, the spot size and the peak intensity are found to be 3805 ± 39 nm and 115 ± 4 (arbitrary unit), respectively. The small standard deviation values for the spot size (<2%) confirm the repeatability and reliability of our measurements. For the immersed spots, the standard deviation from the five measurements exhibits analogous results to that of the
Figure 5. Focal spots observed on the bottom of the SIL chip, where the 3 × 3 circular features represent an array of µ-SILs. (a) The focal spot outside the µ-SIL (non-immersion spot) and (b)–(h) the focal spots on the individual µ-SIL (immersion spots). The image size is 15 × 15 µm² and the scale bar represents 2 µm.

non-immersed spot. Taking, for example, the spot shown in figure 5(d), the transverse size is 343 ± 6 nm in the x-axis and 350 ± 7 nm in the y-axis. Along the z-axis, the peak intensity is 204 ± 8 (arbitrary unit) and the spot size is 1392 ± 63 nm. A direct comparison of the average transverse size of the non-immersed and the immersed focal spots shows a reduction ratio of approximately 1.5 (x-axis: 1.47 and y-axis: 1.4). This agrees with the refractive index value of the SiO₂ SIL, namely \( n = 1.5 \) at 642 nm wavelength. The peak intensity is enhanced by the immersion effect, due to stronger spatial confinement of light. Considering the power carried by a Gaussian beam, expressed by equation (2), an estimate of the peak enhancement can be derived:

\[
P = \frac{1}{2} \pi w^2 I.
\]

Here, \( I \) is the peak intensity and \( w \) is the beam waist [42]. Note that equation (2) is valid for a scalar field. For the vector field, the beam waist \( w \) along the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes should be taken into account. However, equation (2) provides a quick estimation of the peak intensity enhancement caused by the immersion effect. For the case of no absorption and other losses (i.e. \( P \) is a constant), the peak intensity value is only proportional to the square of the spot size. The spot-size reduction of 1.5 theoretically leads to the peak intensity enhancement of 2.25(= 1.5²). In the measurements, the peak intensity is enhanced by a factor of 1.87. This roughly indicates that there is a transmission loss of approximately 17% that includes the 13% reflection loss at the spherical surface. In conclusion, the spot-size reduction due to the µ-SIL is found to be of the same order as the refractive index of the material of the lens. These results, which hold for \( x \)-polarized light, must now be investigated for the structured illumination beams having azimuthal polarization. The next sections are, therefore, exclusively dedicated to study such structured spots.
6. Rigorous simulation model for micro-size solid immersion lens

The small features of the μ-SIL introduce extra concern when one tries to rigorously simulate the focused spot generated by these tiny SILs. Unlike the models used to describe an SIL, which usually consider an upper half-space filled with the refractive index of the SIL material, the wavelength dimensions of the μ-SILs require a complete meshing representation of the SIL structure. In a sense, the μ-SIL must be treated as a small scatterer, whose shape, size and orientation cannot be neglected. Since this scatterer is placed on the focal plane of a high-NA focusing lens, the vectorial nature of the light must also be taken into account. Hence, a rigorous simulation tool, based on solving Maxwell’s equations and capable of handling complicated structures, has to be applied when analyzing such problems. Therefore, throughout this work, all simulations described are carried out in a rigorous 3D FEM simulation tool \[43, 44\].

In a typical simulation section, the polarized laser light (at the wavelength of 642 nm) is focused onto the planar bottom surface of the μ-SIL, as shown in figure 6. Note that light propagates from the top to the bottom. The geometrical focus of the high-NA lens is chosen to be at \(z = 0\) nm, coincident with the bottom of the μ-SIL. The μ-SIL is meshed as a 3D hemispherical object with refractive \(n = 1.5\). All surrounding space is filled with air \((n = 1)\). A higher number of points in the central region of the computation domain were assigned to ensure good representation of the rounded μ-SIL structure. All simulations were performed in a cluster of four AMD Quad-Core Opteron 6176 (2.3 GHz) with 256 GB of internal memory, operating under the Linux environment. Elements of order 2 \[45\] were used on a hexahedral mesh with total size varying from \(2100 \times 2100 \times 1350\) nm\(^3\). The mesh size was chosen in such a way that the entire μ-SIL fits completely inside the computational domain, a condition necessary for achieving convergence. A perfect matched layer \[45\] with a width of 50 nm in all directions was defined to truncate the computational domain. The total execution time of a single calculation was about 6 h. In figure 6, the normalized energy density of the total electric field, i.e. \(|E_t|^2 = |E_x|^2 + |E_y|^2 + |E_z|^2\), computed across the μ-SIL is shown. Here, \(E_x\), \(E_y\) and \(E_z\) are the complex electric field components and \(E_t^2\) is usually referred to as the total electric field or field intensity \(I\). From the normalized form of the total electric field intensity, computed...
below the boundary (SIL–air), the spot profile is taken and will be used for comparisons with the experimental data.

When the $\mu$-SIL is removed from the computational domain, the focused spot generated by the focusing objective lens alone must match the measured spot shown in figure 3(a). Therefore, a preliminary simulation for the azimuthally polarized beam being focused by an NA = 0.8 lens (considering the NA cut-off due to the finite size of the Si substrate opening, see section 4), with and without the annular aperture, is performed and compared with the measured spots. The results are plotted in figure 7. When the azimuthally polarized beam is focused by the high-NA objective, the doughnut-shaped spot is obtained in the focal plane, as seen from the profile shown in figure 7(a). The blue dashed line, obtained from the simulation, is in good agreement with the measured spot under the same conditions (red solid line). In the same way, when an annular aperture is placed in front of the focusing objective, the resulting first-order Bessel–Gauss is realized. The polarization of this generated Bessel–Gauss beam is azimuthal, which leads to a cylindrically symmetric focal spot. The vector nature of the highly focused field causes the depolarization effect [46], which decomposes the polarization into the $xyz$ components. However, the azimuthal polarization naturally possesses only the transverse components, i.e. the $xy$ ones. Therefore, the generated first-order Bessel–Gauss beam exhibits the central null intensity with relatively strong side lobes. As shown in figure 7(b), good agreement is also obtained between experiment and simulation in this case. Hence, the next step is to place the $\mu$-SIL on the focal plane of the high-NA lens in order to study numerically and experimentally the structured immersed focused spots.

7. Structuring immersion focal spots

As previously discussed, different optical elements are introduced in the optical path of the laser beam leading to the structured focal spots, such as the desired doughnut-shaped spot. Now, the structured focused spots are immersed using the $\mu$-SIL. The measured spots are

Figure 7. Intensity profiles of the measured and simulated non-immersed structured focal spots: (a) the doughnut-shape hollow spot (see figure 3(a)) and (b) the first-order Bessel–Gauss focal spot (see figure 3(d)). Excellent agreement is found between experiments and simulations. The intensities are all normalized.
then qualitatively and quantitatively compared with the simulation results, for the doughnut spot, the two-half-lobes spot (the decomposed case of the doughnut spot) and the first-order Gauss–Bessel spot.

7.1. Doughnut beam by focusing azimuthal polarization

The first case considered is the azimuthally polarized laser beam being focused by the high-NA lens onto and outside the $\mu$-SIL. The measured immersed and non-immersed focal spots are mapped in a circular measuring window with 2 $\mu$m diameter, after being normalized by the maximum intensity value of the immersed spot. The figure color map is adjusted to display colors from zero to unity in both figures in such a way that the difference between maximum intensities can be readily visualized. To quantify the measured spots, the unity normalized intensity profiles along the $x$-axis are also plotted. The results are shown in figure 8. From the focused spot intensity distributions shown on the left, it is qualitatively visible that spot-size reduction occurs due to the immersion effect. Moreover, by comparing the maximum intensity values in both immersed and non-immersed spots, it is found that the measured peak intensity of the immersed spot is enhanced by 1.54 times compared with the non-immersed one. On the right plot, the intensity profiles quantitatively show an overall reduction in the immersed spot size and the size of the central dark region, measured in terms of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). On average, the immersed focused spot is reduced by a factor of 1.3 times compared with the non-immersed spot. In what follows, a further comparison with the simulations is made.

The simulation is carried out as explained in the previous section. The azimuthally polarized light is focused onto and outside the $\mu$-SIL, and the spot computed in the radial direction (i.e. $x$- and $y$-directions) is plotted as a function of the position. The same color-map
Figure 9. Simulated intensity distributions of the doughnut-shape spots: top left, the non-immersed doughnut spot is mapped in a 2 µm circular measuring window. The simulated immersed spot is shown bottom left. The intensities are normalized in the same way as in figure 8. A peak intensity enhancement of 2.48 due to the immersion effect is found. On the right, the profiles along the x-axis for both spots are plotted after unity normalization. The immersed spot size is reduced by a factor of 1.5 compared with the non-immersed spot. This value corresponds to the refractive index of the µ-SIL body.

standard as in figure 8 is applied here for the immersed and non-immersed spots. In addition, the intensity profiles taken along the x-direction are also provided. The results are shown in figure 9. A quick comparison with the measured spots reveals the same type of doughnut-shaped focused spot for both the immersed and the non-immersed cases. Moreover, the peak intensity of the immersed spot is higher than that of the non-immersed spot, as a result of light confinement due to the immersion lens. For the immersion spot, the peak intensity is increased by a factor of 2.23 and the FWHM size reduction ratio of the outer rim of the doughnut shape is approximately 1.48 (= 920 nm/620 nm), which is close to the refractive index of the SiO₂ SIL (n = 1.5).

For optical dark trapping and STED-like lithography, the central dark spot is certainly the most important feature in the structured focused spot. Hence, a careful analysis of that region revealed that the FWHM size of the dark spot is reduced from 300 to 220 nm in the presence of the µ-SIL. This corresponds to a reduction ratio of 1.37, slightly smaller than the lens refractive index. By simply applying geometrical optics approximation to analyze the problem, one would expect an overall spot-size reduction ratio equal to the refractive index of the SIL. However, since the vector nature of the light starts to play an important role at subwavelength problems, such an approximation does not hold anymore. Thus, these observations show the importance of using rigorous Maxwell’s equation solvers to analyze complex optical problems.

In figure 10, a direct comparison between the intensity profiles of the measured and simulated immersed doughnut-shape focused spots is shown. As seen in the figure, the outer rim of the measured doughnut spot is slightly broader than that of the simulated counterpart. This difference is most likely to be due to deviations of the lens from the ideal half-spherical
shape, which is expected to be more pronounced on the outer regions of the \( \mu \)-SIL. Thus, since the full extension of the incident doughnut spot on the \( \mu \)-SIL reaches up to 2 \( \mu \)m (see figure 7), a larger deviation from the ideal case (simulation) will occur in that region. In addition, not including the \( \text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 \) layer and the Si holder structure in the simulation model may also be contributing to the small difference. On the other hand, the central dark regions of both the measured and the simulated spots show excellent agreement. The reason is, as seen from the performance test of the immersion effect done with the linearly polarized plane wave, that the central part of the \( \mu \)-SIL has a much better spherical surface, thus minimizing the experimental errors in that region.

7.2. Decomposed azimuthal polarization: the two-half-lobes spot

A second interesting type of structured focal spot achievable with azimuthally polarized light is obtained by placing before the focusing lens a polarizer aligned with the \( x \)-axis or \( y \)-axis. This extra optical component leads to a decomposition of the doughnut spot into two half-lobes, vertically or horizontally aligned depending on the polarizer direction, as shown in figure 11. The upper row contains the measured spots, whereas the bottom row contains the simulated ones. Again, the measured immersed and non-immersed focused spots are mapped in a circular measuring window with 2 \( \mu \)m diameter after being normalized by the maximum intensity value of the immersed spot (on the left-hand side for each case). The measurement results of the immersed spots by the \( \mu \)-SIL revealed an overall spot-size reduction of approximately 1.3 times in comparison with the non-immersed spot. In a similar way, the peak intensity of the immersed spot was enhanced by a factor of approximately 1.4 times when compared with the non-immersed one. These results are further confirmed by the simulations, where a spot reduction ratio of 1.5 and a peak intensity enhancement ratio of almost 2.1 were found. Such two-lobe spots are particularly interesting for direct-write vortex beam lithography, which can
Figure 11. Measured and simulated focused intensity distributions of the decomposed azimuthally polarized beam. The top row shows the measured spots, whereas the bottom row contains the simulated spots. The first two columns (left: immersion; and right: non-immersion) were obtained by setting the polarizer aligned with the $x$-axis, while for the remaining spots on the last two columns, the polarizer was aligned with the $y$-axis. A spot-size reduction of approximately 30% was found experimentally. The simulation predicts a maximum reduction of almost 1.5 due to the immersion effect. All intensities are normalized with respect to the peak intensity of the immersed spot. The circular measuring window has 2 $\mu$m diameter.

produce well-separated line patterns of width below 100 nm at visible light illumination. One may also use such beams for spontaneous trapping of two nano-scale particles with 100 nm separation.

7.3. The first-order Bessel–Gauss beam

The last structured spot considered in this work is obtained by placing an annular aperture in the entrance pupil of the high-NA focusing lens, as described before. The resulting focused spot, known as the first-order Bessel–Gauss beam, is characterized by the presence of relatively strong side lobes, as shown in figure 12. In that figure, the spot-size reduction and peak intensity enhancement due to the immersion effect are clearly verified. The unity normalized intensity profiles in the right column confirm the spot size reduction. In fact, a reduction ratio of approximately 1.3 is found in the measurements.

Simulations performed with the azimuthally polarized beam incident on the focusing objective in the presence of the annular aperture confirm the experimental results. As seen in figure 13, the spot-size reduction and peak intensity enhancement are predicted by the simulations. The reduction ratio is again close to the refractive index value of the $\mu$-SIL, namely $n = 1.5$. Interestingly, the maximum intensity enhancement reaches a ratio of almost 3.1, the highest ratio found among all the cases considered here. However, the absolute value of the
Figure 12. Measured intensity distributions of the first-order Bessel–Gauss spots: on the top left, the non-immersed spot is shown. The immersed spot is shown on the bottom left. The intensities are normalized with respect to the peak intensity of the immersion spot. In the right figure, the profiles along the $x$-axis for both spots are plotted after unity normalization. A reduction of the spot size of approximately 30% is achieved due to the immersion lens. The Bessel spots are mapped in a 2 $\mu$m circular measuring window.

Figure 13. Simulated intensity distributions of the first-order Bessel–Gauss focal spots: on the top left, the non-immersed spot is shown, whereas the immersed spot is shown on the bottom left. Intensities are normalized in the same way as in figure 8. A huge peak intensity enhancement of 3.1 times compared with the non-immersed spot is found. On the right, the profiles along the $x$-axis for both spots are plotted after unity normalization. The immersed spot size is again reduced by a factor of 1.5 compared with the non-immersed spot.
peak intensity in the immersed case is two orders of magnitude smaller than in the other cases. Such reduction in the absolute value is a direct consequence of having 70% of the entrance pupil blocked.

As in the azimuthal doughnut focused spot, the size of the central dark spot is of significant interest. The profile comparison between the measured and the simulated focused spot is shown in figure 14. Good agreement regarding the dark central spot area is found in both cases. The nominal value of the FWHM dark spot in the Bessel spot is 104 nm, approximately 15% smaller than the azimuthal doughnut dark spot. However, the nominal peak intensity in the surrounding ring is two orders of magnitude smaller, which makes the azimuthal doughnut spot preferable over the first-order Bessel–Gauss spot. In the outer part of the spot intensity distribution, a major influence from possible imperfections of the µ-SIL in that region is again noticed. Thus, deviations from the simulated focused spot are found in that region.

8. Conclusions

A detailed study of the immersion properties of the 2 µm diameter µ-SIL was carried out in this work. The generation of a submicron-size doughnut-shape hollow spot was demonstrated, and its properties after being immersed by the µ-SIL were studied. Firstly, the immersion effect was verified by characterizing the spot-size reduction and the peak intensity enhancement of the linearly polarized focal spot at 642 nm wavelength. The spot-size reduction ratio is found to be comparable with the refractive index of the SiO₂ SIL ($n = 1.5$) and the peak intensity is increased by a factor of 1.87, which indicates 17% transmission loss. Secondly, the structured immersion beams, e.g., an azimuthally polarized beam, its decompositions and the first-order Bessel–Gauss beam, have been applied to form the doughnut-shape hollow immersion spots. Experiments show good agreement with the rigorous FEM simulations, in particular for the reduction of the dark region of the hollow spots. The FWHM size of such a dark zone is found
to be 220 nm in immersion by the µ-SIL. We assume that the fabrication errors near the rim cause a small discrepancy of the experimental results compared with the numerical results. Since an important feature is the size of the dark zone, such errors near the rim can be neglected in applications. In particular, the central dark region of such a small hollow focal spot is of great interest for optical dark trapping of nano-size particles and vortex beam direct-write lithography.
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